Using TKK Products in Production
and Maintenance of Buses and
Railroad Cars

TKK PRODUCTS FOR
INDUSTRIAL USE

TKK‘s sealants and adhesives meet all quality standards required by producers of buses, railroad cars, road vehicles,
trucks and watercraft.

3. Sealing and gluing panels and roof components
TKK adhesives are elastic, temperature-resistant and superbly fit for to be used on a variety of materials, which
makes them more than suitable for gluing panels and roof components.

For more information,
please contact us at:

Recommended products:

Tekaflex Hybrid 40

Tekafiks Multi use super

Tekafiks ULTRAFIX

Tekafiks HT

PRODUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF
BUSES AND RAILROAD CARS

Srpenica 1
SI-5224 Srpenica
tel: +386 5 38 41 300
info@tkk.si
www.tkk.si

TKK offers manufacturers of buses and railroad cars, as well as maintenance experts in the field, a wide range
of products for gluing glass and plastic. TEKASIL and TEKAFIKS are made of high-quality polymers based on
silicones or modified polymers.
They are appropriate for installing windscreens and gluing large glass components. The improved performance of our
adhesives makes it possible to increase the resistance of motor vehicle bodies to torsional strain by as much as 30 %.

Tekasil T

There is mostly no need for any additional preparation of surface before use, which means that using our products:

reduces production time

Tekasil Alkoksi Neutral

Recommended products:

Tekasol PTFE grease

Teka Cleaner

Tekasol cleaning wipes

Apursil

1. Gluing and sealing the underbody
TKK’s underbody adhesives reduce the need for fastening elements and increase the underbody’s strength and
flexibility. At times, even the screws on the underbody require additional protection.

6. Vehicle Maintenance

Recommended products:

Tekafiks HT

Regular and reliable maintenance is necessary precondition for a long life of buses and railroad cars to ensure. If not
maintained properly, even buses and railroad cars can grow extremely vulnerable.
All joints should be regularly reviewed and reconditioned. For effective maintenance, we recommend TEKASOL
products.

Tekasol Multipurpose Grease
Certificates:
www.markacija.si

Tekasol PTFE grease

Tekasil Sanitar Neutral HV

2. Internal and external sealing of frames, welds and ground parts, filling gaps,
engine sealing

Recommended products:

Tekasol Releasing Agent

improves environment
care

Given the characteristics of individual products, one should always choose the product that is most suitable for
each individual production stage:

TKK offers various cleaners, degreasers and other products for preparation and protection of metal surfaces.

Tekasol MF 101

cuts expenses

TKK boasts a wide range of adhesives and sealants that are suitable for production and reparation of buses and
railroad cars in various production stages.

5. TKK Products for surface preparation, protection and cleaning

Tekasol Cink 98%

elasticity
rigidity
heat resistance
UV stability
adhesiveness to various materials: wood, metal, plastic and new composites

OUR ADHESIVES DO NOT SHRINK NOR CRACK

Recommended products:

Tekafiks Windscreen

TKK’s adhesives and sealants meet virtually every standard, to name but a few:
•
•
•
•
•

TKK d. o. o.

4. Installation of windscreens, glass components and glazing

Industrial glues and sealants are designed to remain strong and durable, to shorten and improve the working
process and to meet all requirements pertaining to the modern process of designing and assembling vehicles.

www.tkk.si

TKK’s products TEKAFLEX, TEKAFIKS, TEKADOM and TEKASIL can be used in the manufacturing process for both
vehicle interiors and exteriors. They make it possible to glue and fasten various materials to the ground parts as
well as around the engine and doors; they are also suitable for sealing of various gaps and joints.
They help reduce production costs, improve the looks of the surface and decrease the noise in the interior. Tekastrip
can be used as a spacer between the materials, but also for waterproofing joints.
Recommended products:

Tekaflex MS 40

Tekadom Hydroblocker

Tekastrip

Tekafiks ULTRAFIX

Superelastik

Tekasil 300°C Neutral

Tekafiks ULTRAFIX
Tekasil Alkoksi
Neutral
Tekasil Sanitar
Neutral HV
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Tekaflex Hybrid 40
Tekadom Hydroblocker
Superelastik
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Tekaflex
MS 40
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An elastic sealant suitable
for gluing and sealing
elastic joints when
manufacturing railroad
cars and buses. It adheres
well to metal, wood and
plastic.

Tekafiks Multi
use super
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Tekaflex
Hybrid 40
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Tekafiks HT
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Tekafiks Multi
use super
Tekafiks ULTRAFIX
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Tekaflex Hybrid 40

Tekafiks HT
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Tekafiks
Windscreen
Excellent for installing
windscreen on
various vehicles.
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A strong sealant used
for sealing metal and
plastic. It is distinguished
by a high initial adhesive
strength.

Tekaflex MS 40

Tekasil T

Great for sealing parts
that require stronger
fixation as well as visible
and invisible joints in the
driver’s area. Seals metal
and plastic.

Suitable for sealing
firm joints between
metals or polyesters.

Tekasil T

Tekafiks
ULTRAFIX

Tekafiks Multi
use super
A very strong sealant
used for sealing metal,
mudguards and
flanges.
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A one-component
elastic sealant
for gluing and
protecting various
materials (wood to
wood, wood to
plastic, wood to
metal).
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Tekasil 300°C Neutral

Tekadom Hydroblocker
Superelastik
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Tekafiks HT

Tekastrip

Teka Cleaner

Apursil

Tekasol Cink 98%

Tekasol MF 101

A plastic adhesive strip
used in manufacturing
railroad cars, mainly
for sealing gaps in
metal, wood and
plastic. It is slightly
sticky.

Excellent for
degreasing and
cleaning all types
of surfaces prior to
further processing.

Perfect for cleaning
residues of all
types of hardened
adhesives, even
silicone, as well as
for removing various
stickers and labels.

Protects metal surfaces
from corrosion and
weather effects.

Protects and prevents
rust and corrosion,
but is also suitable for
removing grease and
dirt.
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Tekasil Sanitar
Neutral HV
A silicone sealant with
high viscosity. Suitable
for protecting all types of
screws on vehicles and
underbodies. It prevents
the mould from forming
and is suitable for sealing
restrooms.
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Tekasil 300°C Neutral

Tekasil Alkoksi
Neutral
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A high-quality silicone
sealant for glass,
ceramics, plastic, metal
and plywood. It is
elastic, but should not
be painted.
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Tekasil 300°C Neutral

A high-quality adhesive and
sealant for sealing glass,
ceramics, plastic, metal and
plywood that are constantly
exposed to vibration, thermal
effects and shrinkage. It
maintains elasticity even at an
elevated temperature of up
to +250 °C.
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Tekaflex MS 40

Tekasil Sanitar
Neutral HV

Tekafiks
Windscreen

Tekadom Hydroblocker
Superelastik
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Tekasil T

Suitable for
manufacturing,
glazing and
repairing
thermally
insulating
windows on
vehicles.
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Tekasil Alkoksi
Neutral

Tekasol PTFE grease

Tekasol cleaning
wipes

Tekasol releasing
agent

Tekasol
Multipurpose Grease

Lubricates and
protects surfaces from
moisture and dirt.

Suitable for removing
grease, oil, paint,
coatings, PU foams,
sealants and resin
from hands, tools
and surfaces. It has
an antibacterial
effect.

Excellent for releasing
bolts, threads, joints
and rusty parts.

Suitable for preventing
friction between
mechanical parts and
moving surfaces, such as
hinges, locks, engines and
bearings. It is a waterresistant grease based on
mineral oils.

